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Abstract—Consistency, responsiveness and reliability are some
of common issues for companies in online business that deliver
value for their customers. They need to be able to bright out
new ideas and changes to production without minimum technical
errors. As an agile development methodology, continuous delivery
presents best practices for creating reasonable and reliable
builds without any special effort. No doubt about that this
brings along efficiency and effectiveness. The aim of this paper
is to investigate observed effects of continuous delivery on a
startup company, Lojika. Due to the importance of it’s early
users contribution, well-structured feedback and communication
mechanism is a must requirement in order to communicate the
feedback throughout the teams including product, development
and marketing as quickly as possible. For that reason, probing
into the development life cycle of Lojika will be very helpful to
enhance the concurrent approaches with new case studies.

Keywords—case study, continuous delivery, continuous com-
munication, build pipeline, agile development, automated testing,
devops.

I. INTRODUCTION

Rapidity, in the new era of software development is a
significant necessity in the dynamic, fast growing and changing
markets. Hot companies like Google, Facebook, Uber, Airbnb,
Tesla are able to react changes quickly, This makes them
serious competitors in the market. Many Google services see
releases multiple times a week and Facebook releases to
production twice a day [1]. Even in aerospace industry, respon-
siveness and rapid changing is an emerging factor to become
more effective and efficient in their business. SpaceX, a space
transport company founded in 2002, has been succeeded in
integrating agile development practices into their development
processes. Kevin Venner, CIO of SpaceX expresses that ”we
release at least one a week, sometimes midweek” [2].

Continuous delivery is not just for startups and lean or-
ganizations. Large scale businesses and enterprises can be
guided by agile practices to adopt agility on their development
processes in an effective and efficient way. Huawei is one
of the enterprises which have been successful in applying
continuous delivery agile practices. Huawei is $40B company
delivering communications technologies for telecom carriers,
enterprise and consumers. Analytics regarding R&D of Huawei
are tremendous; working 2000 developers worldwide, has 1000
applications, more than 2000 releases per day, more than
100.000 compile&builds per day, more than 1 million test
cases run per day and so on. [3]. Another success story is

about HP LazerJet firmware team. They build the firmware
and the operating system that HP LazerJet printers run on.
After they discovered the slowness and ineffectiveness in
their operations, they revealed that ten percent of the team
were spending their time on code integration. Additionally,
other process were more time consuming than it should be.
They re-architected their entire system from the ground. Code
integration mechanism was made by continuous integration
servers and they put a large amount of automated testing
including both unit tests and 30.000 automated functional tests
in place. After rebuilding everything, they report that their time
on continuous integration is 2% and they spend 40% of their
time to build new feature [4].

Despite the fact that some specific differences between
all types of software development life cycles (SDLC), the
most known phases are requirements gathering and planning,
designing and development, testing and deployment [5]. Unlike
the others, in conjunction with increasing value of the agile
principles, ”efficiency in delivering software” becomes the
main focus amongst them. Considering fundamental principles
in agile manifesto: ”Our highest priority is to satisfy the
customer through early and continuous delivery of valuable
software”[6]. The main purpose of continuous delivery is
to reduce the risks associated with delivering new versions
and increasing feedback and improving collaboration between
development, testing and operational responsible for delivery.

The continuous delivery and deployment practices have
been proposed to enable accelerated value delivery, reduce the
risk of failure, increase productivity, improve visibility, feed-
back and quality [7]. In many organizations, release frequency
is measured in weeks or months, and the release process is
certainly not repeatable or reliable. It is manual and often
requires a team of people to deploy the software even into
a testing or staging environment [6].

In this study, we introduce an implementation of practices
of continuous delivery in a car-pooling application TAG (Tek
Araba Gidelim) which is developed by Lojika. We investigate
observed effects of continuous delivery on our communication
and feedback structure within the organization consisting of
our product, development and marketing team which are all
involved in our continuous delivery process. Rest of the paper
is organized below:

In the next section, some important details of continuous
delivery practices are described to understand what it must



Fig. 1. Illustration of a general deployment pipeline

be considered to apply it successfully. In the third section,
the reason of why Lojika prefers continuous delivery practices
rather than other approaches is described. In the forth section
of the paper, implementation details of a successful adoption
of continuous delivery approach within Lojika are introduced.
The results of the study are presented in section 5. Section 6
concludes our study by summing up all sections and results.

II. UNDERSTANDING CONTINUOUS DELIVERY

Continuous delivery is accepted as a subset of agile which
the software is ready for release while development is contin-
uing, which means that there should be no extra effort to make
reasonable builds and that sets continuous delivery apart from
”traditional agile” [8].

Another well known definition of continuous delivery; ”a
software development discipline where you build software in
such a way that the software can be released to production at
any time” [9].

In essence, whole story begins with continuous integration.
Firstly, ”integration” needs to be clarified. Development in
a team is a kind of process that has to contain the integra-
tion activity on every changes throughout the development.
Integration phase is unpredictable and can take more time
than the programming period [10]. A good rule of thumb and
defacto best practice to sustain integration activities of devel-
oped components are to use source control and configuration
management tools such as Git, Mercurial or Subversion. As
illustrated in figure 1, code pushing phase is the first attempt
to trigger the pipeline from the commit stage by developers,
the commit stage is automatically triggered process comprising

interconnected steps such as compiling code, running tests
(unit, acceptance and non-functional performance tests etc),
code coverage and building artifacts. Whenever a failure occurs
in the automatic process, it may help to ensure that problems
leading to integration failures are solved as quickly as possible
by those responsible[11]. Continuous integration is primarily
focused on asserting that the code compiles successfully and
passes unit and acceptance tests. However; it is not enough to
create a continuous delivery process. [6]. Continuous delivery
is more complicated and is about the processes that have to
happen after code is integrated for application changes to be
delivered to users. Setting up a continuous integration tool
such as Jenkins or Bamboo to automate applying code changes
continuously does not indicate that continuous delivery is
performed. It is just limited to use continuous integration
server[12].

Nevertheless; continuous integration is a first prerequisite
to step up to continuous delivery, that is to say that applying
the whole commit stage automatically is the inception process
of the continuous delivery. Not only that but also acceptance
test stage, non-functional validation stage, manual test stage
and release stage must be considered to achieve a success
in continuous delivery. These stages are enabled through ”the
deployment pipeline”[6].

The commit stage asserts that the system works in low
technical level and validate the rules that pass to be accepted
that code base is stable [6]. This stage is the very early
stage to provide quick feedback to developers. Developers
check in code to the source control management system and
continuous integration server (CI server) automatically polls



the changes from source control management system. CI server
compiles the source code and executes unit and integration
(component) tests. Code analysis process is performed to check
the quality of the code base. In case of an error in this stage,
the pipeline stops and notifies the responsible developers.
Otherwise, if everything goes well, the generated artifacts,
reports or metadata that will be used later in the pipeline
are uploaded to artifact repository server and the pipeline step
up to the next stage [13]. This transition between these steps
has to be done automatically. As it is illustrated in figure 1,
to sustain the feedback cycle after any failure, delivery team
has to be informed about the failure. Otherwise, in case of
passing successfully the build & test stage, developer team
should proceed their coding activities. But this does not mean
that developers are done of their work. In every stage of the
delivery pipeline, it is possible to get negative feedback by QA
team.

According to Humble and Farley’s book[6], there are es-
sential principles and practices to perform an effective commit
stage;

• Provide fast and useful feedback. Fail fast to identify
errors early. In order to do that it is extremely required
to put as many unit and component tests as possible

• What should break the commit stage. Even if every-
thing goes well and commit stage is successful, there
may be something wrong with the code base quality.
There should be a reasonable threshold to achieve a
level that the code base is acceptable

• Tend the commit stage carefully

• Give developers ownership

• Use a build master for very large teams

The acceptance test stage is the next automatically ex-
ecuted stage, it is extremely valuable and it can be very
expensive to create and maintain. In many organizations,
acceptance testing is done by a separate dedicated team, but
this strategy can cause a misunderstanding that developers
cannot feel ownership and responsibility of the acceptance
stage of the product. Instead of manual testing, performing
an automatic test process provides quite improvements on
communication structure, reliability and responsiveness:

• Manual testing takes a long time and expensive to
perform, but executing acceptance tests automatically
is a time saving activity. This also helps teams to focus
more on critical issues rather than doing less important
and repeatable tasks.

• Automating acceptance tests protects application when
large-scale changes are made.

• Automating acceptance tests reduces productivity, pre-
dictability and reliability

• By automating the process, whole team owns the
acceptance tests[6]

As we discussed earlier, the aim of continuous delivery is
to be able to deliver software frequently and essential building
blocks of a successful implementation of the deployment
pipeline are given below:

• Automate everything

• Keep everything in source control

• Build quality in

• Only build your binaries once

• Deploy the same way to every environment

• Smoke-test your deployments

• Deploy into a copy of production

• The process for releasing/deploying software must be
repeatable and reliable

• If something is difficult or painful, do it more often

• Done means released

• Everybody has responsibility for the release process

• Improve continuously

Continuous delivery is available for all types of compa-
nies. But there may be some procedural differences from the
company to the company. Depending on it’s best practices and
basic principles, companies can use tailored and differentiated
models for themselves [14].

Fig. 2. Illustration of a high level communication flow of the organization

III. COPING WITH CHALLENGES

Lojika also known as ”Lojika Field Labs” is an R&D
company which has more than enough national and EU granted
innovation projects. By its nature, research and development
process of innovation projects contains so many ambiguities.
Lojika is a company which gathers information directly from
different fields around the world for its innovation projects.
Due to the fact that Lojika is trying to solve the society related
issues on the subject of car-pooling, Physical Internet, sharing
economy and crowd-sourcing, embracing changes becomes
inevitable necessity for the company culture to succeed. Some
of the challenges we have faced are:

• Clarification of ambiguities regarding the needs of
customers

• Trying to adapt to rapidly changing environment

• Fast evaluation and implementation of the field feed-
back for fast responding



• Minimizing analyze, develop, test and deploy cycle
delay

• Increasing participation in all phases from the begin-
ning of evaluation the feedback to the release time

• To ensure transparency

As to success in changing environments, selecting a proper
software development approach becomes a key factor to adopt
changes quickly, deliver new idea and change requests without
less doubt and efforts. Right at this moment, continuous
delivery practices come into play. Continuous delivery makes
it possible to continuously adapt software in line with user
feedback, shifts in the market and changes of business strategy.
Testing, support, development and operations work together as
one delivery team to automate and streamline the build, test
and release process [15].

As it is illustrated in figure 2, Lojika’s communication flow
is composed of three main processes. Field study is the best
step to understand users and identify their needs additionally
new ideas emerge during this process, which marketing team
leads besides product and development team are the important
part of it. Analyzing the Feedback is another main process of
the communication flow which product team is the responsible
for distilling the gathered information from the field. The
last step of the communication flow and the subject of this
study, Delivery Pipeline, which is the baking step of the whole
flow. That means development is just a part of the continuous
delivery. In this process, information coming from the previous
step goes into the baking pipeline. That is to say that baking
pipeline symbolizes development or build pipeline which is
the most significant part of the continuous delivery. Some
feedback are implemented in a build which is also a release
candidate; therefore, ready for deployment to production. This
is the heart of continuous delivery and eventually this approach
makes the software always ready for every build baked in the
deployment pipeline. To sum up, continuous delivery is a vital
part of building up a continuous communication cycle between
stakeholders including users in the field.

Taking into consideration of these which are given above
regarding Lojika’s culture and challenges, a tailored version of
a deployment pipeline is described in the next section.

IV. BUILDING THE DEPLOYMENT PIPELINE

The deployment or build pipeline is a high level visual-
ization of connected jobs which compose the entire pipeline.
All separated jobs have their own responsibilities and they
are connected to each other as upstream and downstream
which means that each job can trigger its downstream jobs
and transfer any information to them based on its success or
fail. Considering the fundamental principles and practices, with
the use of some tools and technologies, it is possible to build
and operate a successful deployment pipeline.

Creating a delivery workflow for the company is more
important than choosing tools and technology. Nevertheless,
technologies and tools used for the pipeline are described in
table I along with their explanations.

As shown in Figure 3, each step is numbered one by one. In
the next part of the study, each working phase in the workflow

defined for Lojika’s TAG project is explained in detail. Along
with the difficulties encountered, the technologies and tools
used to accomplish each step and the steps taken to solve them
are explained.

A. Development Phase

Everything starts after feedback is received. Once the
analysis work on the feedback is completed, it is transferred
to the development phase. Developers complete their work in
their own development environment and then submit them for
the review. If the review is positive, it is merged into the
develop branch. It is now ready to be sent to the continuous
integration server. Developers collaborate with Git and the
source code is evaluated through Github.

#A.2 is responsible for transition from development to
continuous integration. At this stage, changes to Github are
pulled by Jenkins, one of the most well-known continuous
integration applications. Task #A.2 is also the first task to run
the deployment pipeline.

B. Continuous Integration Phase

#B.1: Building process of the last version of source code
starts. If the compilation process fails, then developers are in-
formed about this failure using Jenkins email plugin. Otherwise
pipeline goes on.

#B.2: Run automated unit and component tests in the same
job. If any of the tests fail, developers are notified by e-mail.
If there is no problem, the next process starts.

#B.3: SonarQube is used for quality measurements of
source code. With Jenkins’ SonarQube integration, source code
is made necessary for quality measurements. If the quality
values are below the specified threshold values, the process
will not continue and the developers will be informed.

#B.4: Artifacts (Jar files, metadata etc.) created for later
use in the case where everything is complete and error-free is
uploaded to the JFrog artifact repository.

#B.5: Both low-level documentation (JavaDoc etc.) and
REST API documentation required for client developers are
automatically generated. Swagger is preferred to create REST
API documentation.

#B.6: Lojika’s development architecture is multi-layered.
That is, both the infrastructure and the frontend development
teams are positioned separately. The client team that needs to
work with the infrastructure to be able to access these services
with minimum effort so that they can run smoothly. In this step,
a Docker image is created that the client developers can use
in their local development environments. At this point, client
developers can pull the desired version of the backend services
to their machine at any time.

#B.7: After each step in this process is successfully com-
pleted, both backend and client developers will be informed.

#B.8: The same build is used for each phase transition.
This means that if you want to design a successful pipeline,
as mentioned in the previous chapters, the ”Only Build Your
Binaries Once” rule must be followed. So, the artifact created
in step B.1 itself is transferred by the trigger in step B.8 to
the next ”Testing Phase”.



Fig. 3. Illustration of Lojika’s Deployment Pipeline

C. Testing Phase

Some steps are progressing automatically in testing phase,
but in some cases manual intervention is required. This stage
can be performed completely automatically or fully manual.
But at the end of the day each build that comes over the
pipeline must be approved by a QA role and decided that it is
ready for the next phase.

#C.1: The build on the pipeline is deployed on the test
servers. This is done with plugins provided by Jenkins.

#C.2: At this time, all kinds of database changes are applied
using Liquibase. Managing database versioning and changes
is one of our main challenges. We have also automated the
management of database changes, such as automating all the
work that will disrupt the pipeline and cause waste of time.

#C.3: Writing tests for every case and each scenario is a
very ingenious business. In general, tests are written from the
most important and priority scenarios to the most insignificant
ones. It is a fact that time can not be allocated to risky and
important tests due to the time spent for unnecessary tests.
Therefore, automating tests that are relatively easy to automate
will be strategically more reasonable. This is also Lojika’s
strategy. Scenarios that are easy to automate and do not have
a lot of integration with external systems are run by Appium
for both iOS and Android clients. On this side, more time can
be allocated for risky and dependent scenarios.

#C.4: The risks, uncertainties and challenges in this step
are very different to the previous one. Non-functional tests,

however, need to be fully automated to ensure continuity and
sustainability. In particular, the performance, load and stress
tests of the technically risky parts, which may be overloaded
by the users, are automatically performed by Jmeter and
Blazemeter.

#C.5: As already mentioned, it is absolutely necessary to
be approved by QA so that this phase can be successfully
completed. Thanks to the Jenkins promotion plugin, the person
who is responsible for promotion promotes the current build
to the next stage of the pipeline.

D. Release Phase

#D.1: The same artifact that completes each stage success-
fully is ready to go to production-like environment this time.
The purpose of this step is to create a simulation of the real
environment using a production-like environment before the
release.

#D.2: The same operation as in C.2 is applied.

#D.3: Some automation again. Although the artifact re-
mains unchanged and everything is positive during the testing
phase, it is a good idea to automatically test specific scenarios
the last time.

#D.4: Continuous delivery without manual intervention is
not possible. The good thing is that an artifact that comes up
to this stage is ready to release. Without any rule, everyone
involved uses this last build with realistic scenarios for the last
time before the release.



TABLE I. USEFUL TECHNOLOGIES AND TOOLS USED IN TAG PROJECT

Technologies Descriptions
Git, Github Git is a revision control system, a tool to

manage your source code history. GitHub
is a hosting service for Git repositories.

Maven Apache Maven is a software project man-
agement and comprehension tool. It is
a build tool that is often used for Java
projects. It is used for dependency man-
agement and version management as well
as providing an effective infrastructure for
testing and code quality management with
various plugins.

Jenkins Build server and continuous integration
& continuous delivery application that in-
creases your productivity. Jenkins is able
to meet every need for integration and
installation with a very large plugin support
[16].

Junit, Appium Junit is a simple framework to write re-
peatable tests. Appium is cross-platform:
it allows you to write tests against mul-
tiple platforms (iOS, Android, Windows),
using the same API. This enables code
reuse between iOS, Android, and Windows
testsuites [17].

Jmeter Jmeter is preferred to load test func-
tional behavior and measure performance
of our application [18]. Blazemeter is use-
ful when we want to simulate the number
of instant users and their behavior realisti-
cally. It is very easy with Blazemeter to set
up users who load in incremental ways to
servers at different locations [19].

Sonarqube SonarQube is an open source platform for
continuous inspection of code quality [20].

Jrog Binary Repository At Jfrog we keep our artifacts that
have successfully completed the packaging
stage. The Jfrog we use as a repository
server makes artifacts always accessible at
every stage of the pipeline [21].

Liquibase Liquibase is used to manage the database
version [22].

Docker Docker is the worlds leading software con-
tainerization platform [23]. Docker is being
used to resolve incompatibilities and prob-
lems caused by environmental differences.
At the same time, Docker is reducing the
costs of DevOps and provide standardiza-
tion.

#D.5: There is no rule that every artifact should be released.
According to the pipeline logic, every promoted artifact can
be released at any time. Depending on the release strategy
and conditions, the release decision may be delayed or an
old artifact may be chosen to release. It is to be remembered
that with continuous delivery, each artifact is expected to be
a ”release candidate”. But whatever it is, there must be a role
to make a release decision anyway.

#D.6: After the promotion decision, the artifact is deployed
to the production environment and stakeholders related to this
process are informed about the changes.

V. RESULTS

In Lojika, continuous delivery has been successfully im-
plemented and 2070 builds have been built up to now. 827 of
them have been successfully uploaded to test servers. 229 of
them were uploaded to the Staging server. 101 of them passed
through production.

Until now, unit and component tests have been run more
than 620,000 times on average.

In addition to numerical improvements, cultural and orga-
nizational improvements have been observed as well;

• Quick response to user feedback

• Improved communication between both product and
software development teams from start to end

• Increase in company-wide participation

• Reduction of hot-fixes

• Ease of managing database changes in any environ-
ment

• Improved software quality

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This study attempts to explain the benefits of continuous
delivery, which is part of agile discipline, on a case study.
We discussed that the company can successfully implement a
continuous delivery workflow in line with its own needs and
improve product and software development processes at this
point.

Obviously, this study promises that continuous delivery
practices can be applied not only to large institutions, but also
to startups.

Moreover, some steps need to be improved in relation to
the workflow in figure 3. In particular, non-functional tests,
for instance, stress and security tests needs to be improved.
The more effective use of Docker is in our future work plans.
By activating the use of Docker we aim to make deployments
more efficient and effective.
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